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ABSTRACT
One of the key challenges of edge computing is working with a lim-
ited amount of resources available at the edge, especially memory
and bandwidth. Virtual Machine (VM) Templating is a technique to
start multiple VM instances quickly from a shared pre-configured
read-only image (or template). The new VM instances share the
memory of the template in a copy-on-write (COW) manner. In edge
computing platforms, VM templating can help to reduce the collec-
tive memory footprint and deployment time of multiple VMs. Live
migration of VMs can also improve task placement on edge nodes
for latency reduction, service availability, and cost-effectiveness.
However, existing live migration techniques fail to maintain mem-
ory sharing among multiple templated VMs that are migrated to a
common destination. Consequently, identical pages at the source
are replicated several times at the destination, increasing memory
pressure on the destination node, network traffic during migration,
and total migration time. Lack of templating awareness can also
trigger migration failure if the destination lacks sufficient mem-
ory to accommodate the increased memory footprint. To address
this shortcoming of live migration, we introduce Template-aware
Live Migration (TLM), which preserves preexisting COW memory
sharing between templated VMs that are migrated to a common
destination machine. Specifically, TLM ensures that multiple virtual
pages from different VMs that are mapped to the same template
page at the source are mapped to the same page at the destination.
We implement TLM on the QEMU/KVM virtualization platform and
demonstrate a significant reduction in memory footprint, shorter
migration time, and reduced network traffic.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Multi-access edge computing nodes offer an attractive option for
executing tasks where users require low latency and high band-
width [13, 16]. Virtual machines (VMs) can ensure both isolation
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and efficient resource utilization at the edge computing infrastruc-
ture [5, 15, 26]. Live migration [4, 10] is a key technology in an
edge computing infrastructure that transfers running VMs from
one physical node to another. It is widely used for a variety of
purposes, such as load balancing [3, 8, 20], meeting service level
agreements [17], energy savings [22], and seamless maintenance
of physical edge nodes.

Multiple VMs that run different components of a distributed
application may be colocated on the same physical node to reduce
their inter-VM communication costs [14, 24]. The colocated VMs
may run different instances of same guest operating system (OS) or
similar applications. VM templating [1, 12, 18, 25] is one approach
to quickly instantiate multiple lightweight VMs from a common
read-only image, called a template, which is shared copy-on-write
(COW) memory among the VM instances [2, 21]. Templated VM
instances may often need to be migrated together to the same
destination node for various reasons. For example, templated VM
instances that run different components of a distributed application
may require migration to the same destination node to maintain
low inter-VM communication latency or to meet other QoS tar-
gets. Additionally, physical node availability, hardware availability,
and multi-tenancy limitations may necessitate the migration of
templated VM instances to the same destination node.

Unfortunately, current live VM migration techniques do not con-
sider page sharing among templated VM instances that are being
migrated to the same destination. As a result, shared pages are
transferred and replicated multiple times, as if they were separate
pages, resulting in an increase in memory pressure at the destina-
tion node. This can also lead to migration failures when the edge
destination lacks sufficient memory to accommodate the expanded
memory footprint of the VMs that were comfortably co-located at
the source. Replication of previously shared pages among VMs also
results in longer migration time and increased network traffic.

Previous approaches to reduce the transfer of duplicate pages
during live migration (such as [5, 6, 9, 15, 26] among others) use
content-based hashing to detect identical pages and avoid their
retransmission. However, they do not identify or maintain preexist-
ing COW mappings among VMs when pages are transferred to the
destination. Additionally, while hashing may be used to identify
identical pages that are not COW-shared, it is unnecessary and
computationally expensive for COW-shared pages.

We address this problem of memory footprint expansion of tem-
plated VMs instances as they are live migrated together to a com-
mon destination node. Our contributions are as follows:

(1) We identify and demonstrate the problems caused by live
migration being unaware of underlying page sharing among
templated VM instances, leading to a larger memory foot-
print at the destination, longer total migration time, and
higher network traffic.
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Figure 1: VM Templating: Multiple VMs can be started from
a common shared template to reduce their startup times and
initial memory footprint. Memory pages that are dirtied by
a VM (represented by deltas dk) are not shared.

(2) We present Templating-aware Live Migration (TLM) which
migrates templated VM instances to a common destination
while maintaining COWmemory sharing with the base tem-
plate. We also discuss potential ways to account for other
forms of page sharing during live migration besides those
due to templating.

(3) We implement prototype of TLM in KVM/QEMU [11] virtu-
alization platform and evaluate it using several benchmarks.
Besides maintaining preexisting page sharings among tem-
plated VMs at the destination machine, TLM reduces the
total migration time by up to 95.37% and network traffic by
up to 92.15%.

In the rest of this paper, we first present the background on
pre-copy live migration techniques and demonstrate the problem.
Next, we present the design and implementation of TLM followed
by its evaluation. The paper concludes with a discussion of related
work and summary of results.

2 BACKGROUND AND PROBLEM
DEMONSTRATION

VM Templating: Instantiating a VM from scratch typically takes
a long time because it involves initialization of software, guest OS,
and virtual hardware, including time to load the corresponding
contents to memory from the disk. VM templating allows multiple
new VM instances to be quickly instantiated from a single pre-
checkpointed VM image (or template). Figure 1 shows the steps
involved in instantiating VMs from a template image. First step is to
save a custom VM template as a snapshot of a pre-booted VM that
is pre-initialized with necessary software. The template image can
be pre-loaded into memory to reduce disk access latency. Next step
is to quickly instantiate multiple VM instances from the common
template image by mapping the base template image COW into the
memory of each new VM instance. This is essentially a variant of
a typical checkpoint-restore operation, where we checkpoint the
base image once and restore it multiple times for concurrent VM
instances.
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Figure 2: Memory footprint increase at destination when the
templated VMs are migrated using generic pre-copy

Pre-copy Live Migration: Pre-copy live migration [4] is the
most common technique to migrate VMs running on one physical
host (called the source) to another physical machine (called the
destination). It works by first transferring the VM’s memory pages
to the destination, even as the VM continues running at the source,
and then transfers the CPU execution state at the end; hence the
name pre-copy which means to transfer memory before CPU state.
But, as the VM’s memory is being transferred, its virtual CPUs
(VCPUs) may write to previously transferred pages, thus dirtying
them again. Such dirtied pages are retransmitted over multiple
iterations, until very few dirtied pages remain, at which point the
VM is paused, its execution state and remaining dirty pages are
transferred, and the VM is resumed at the destination.

Problem Demonstration: In Figure 2, we show the problem
that arises during the migration of templated VMs using pre-copy.
The X-axis represents the number of VMs instantiated from a shared
template that are being migrated, and the Y-axis represents their
collective memory footprint as measured by the free command in
Linux. Prior to migration, we measured the memory usage of the
templated VMs at the source. Subsequently, we measured memory
usage again at the destination after migration. Since the generic
pre-copy live migration is unaware of page sharing among tem-
plated VMs, it redundantly transfers and replicates identical pages,
breaking the underlying COW sharing. Figure 2 shows that the lack
of templating awareness increases the total memory footprint at
the destination, the network traffic during migration, and the total
migration time.

3 TEMPLATE-AWARE LIVE MIGRATION (TLM)
Traditional pre-copy live migration is unaware of the underlying
COW page sharing among templated VMs. Hence it ends up trans-
ferring the shared base pages of the template multiple times. We
propose Template-aware Live Migration (TLM) which addresses
this shortcoming of pre-copy migration by ensuring that multiple
templated VM instances maintain their COW page sharing with the
base template even at the destination node and transfers only the
delta pages that differ among various VM instances. TLM requires
that we first track delta (or dirty) pages for VM instances before
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migration. Then, during TLM, only the delta pages are transferred
for each instance. We describe these steps below in greater detail.

Delta Tracking before Migration: As mentioned earlier, the
common template image is COW-mapped into each VM’s memory.
The template image could also be pre-loaded into the host’s memory
(such as into tmpfs [19]) to minimize access latency. When a VM
tries to write to a COW-mapped page, a write fault is triggered and
the hypervisor allocates a new private page into which the original
page is copied and the VM can write to. We call these new pages
delta pages, which are stored separately from the shared template.

TLM uses a dirty page tracking mechanism [7] to keep track of
the delta pages of the templated VMs before themigration begins [8].
Templated VMs have COW access to the base pages of the template,
so a write by a VM instance to a COW-shared page triggers a trap
to the hypervisor (a KVM kernel module in QEMU/KVM), which
updates a dirty bitmap, and finally grants write permission on the
trapped page. Any subsequent writes to the same page by the VM
are no longer trapped until the migration starts.

Live Migration: We assume that the base template image is
already accessible at the destination over network storage; if not, it
could be transferred to the destination once before live migration
begins. Initially, at the destination, TLM maps the base template im-
age COW into the memory of each new VM instance. As illustrated
in Figure 3, TLM then exclusively transfers the delta pages from the
source. These delta pages replace the corresponding COW-mapped
pages at the destination, resulting in new memory allocations for
the delta pages. In each round of TLM, a user-space per-VM man-
ager process, called QEMU, fetches the latest dirty bitmap from
KVM, similar to the conventional pre-copy approach. The delta
pages in each round are subsequently marked as read-only and
sent to the destination. Eventually, downtime is initiated when a
minimal number of delta pages remain. At this point, the VCPUs are
paused, the remaining VM states are transferred, and the templated
VM instances are then resumed at the destination. Multiple VMs
that started from the same base template are migrated concurrently.
With TLM, these VMs preserve the same collective memory foot-
print at the destination as they did the source. When compared to
traditional pre-copy migration, TLM has a shorter total migration
time because, besides the one-time transfer of base template image,
only the delta pages need to be transferred to the destination during
live migration.

Addressing other forms of inter-VM page sharing during
live migration: While the above TLM approach works well in
efficiently live migrating multiple templated VMs, we realized that
the problem of sharing-awareness in live migration extends beyond
just templated VMs. Specifically, TLM does not account for pages
shared among VMs due to other memory sharing mechanisms
besides templating, such as memory deduplication performed by
Kernel Samepage Merging (KSM) [2] in Linux, or simple COW
mappings due to process fork and file I/O operations. Figure 4
shows that memory expansion problem during live migration exists
even for regular non-templated VMs, though to a lesser extent than
templated VMs shown in Figure 2. Out future work will address
mechanisms to retain all existing COW sharing during migration
irrespective of the underlying memory optimization technique.
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Figure 3: Template-awaremigrationworks bymigrating only
the delta pages during migration. The shared VM template is
available to the destination either over a networked storage
or transferred ahead of time before migration begins.
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Figure 4: Memory footprint expansion problem in regular
non-templated VMs at destination after live migration using
generic pre-copy.

4 EVALUATION
We evaluated the performance of TLM against generic pre-copy
live migration. Our experimental setup consists of three machines
with two Intel Xeon E5-2620 v2 processors and 128GB DRAM. We
implemented TLM versions of pre-copy in the KVM/QEMU [11]
virtualization platform on Linux. We modified QEMU’s default
pre-copy algorithms, with no changes to the guest operating sys-
tem. Each experiment was repeated at least five times on idle VMs
to compute average values. Our key performance metrics are as
follows:

• Memory Usage: The collective memory footprint of the
VMs at the source (before migration) and destination (after
migration). This is measured using the free command and
includes the memory used by both the QEMU processes and
the VMs.

• TotalMigration Time: The periodwhich refers to how long
it takes to move a virtual machine from one place to another.
When moving a single VM using the pre-copy, the total
migration time is measured from when the migration starts
on source to when the virtual machine is up and running on
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Figure 5: Memory footprint of templated VMs at the source
before migration and destination after migration using
generic and TLM pre-copy.

the destination. For moving multiple VMs using pre-copy,
the total migration time is calculated from when the first
virtual machine’s migration begins on the source to when the
last virtual machine’s migration is finished on destination.

• Downtime: The period during which a VM’s execution is
fully suspended during livemigration. In pre-copy, downtime
is used to transfer the VM’s remaining dirty pages, I/O device
and VCPU states to the destination.

• Network Traffic Overhead: The total pages transferred
during live migration.

Figure 5 shows the memory footprint of templated VMsmigrated
using generic and TLM pre-copy. The X-axis shows the number of
VMs started from the same template, and the Y-axis shows their
memory usage before migration at the source and after migration
at the destination using free command. With increasing number
of VMs, the generic pre-copy results in significant expansion of
memory footprint at the destination since it is unaware of memory
sharing with the underlying template image. Hence it transfers
pages that were shared with the template multiple times in addition
to delta pages. In contrast TLM preserves the original memory
footprint of templated VMs at the destination irrespective of the
number of VMs started using the template.

Figure 6 shows the total migration time of multiple templated
VMs using generic and TLM pre-copy. The X-axis indicates the
number of VMs booted from the same template to be migrated
concurrently. The Y-axis shows the total migration time. TLM re-
duces the total migration time up to 94% when considering only
the transfer of delta pages.

Figure 7 shows that the downtime experienced during live migra-
tion of templated VMs is slightly longer (by a few tens of millisec-
onds) than that of generic VMs, evenwhen the same number of dirty
pages are transferred within the downtime window. The X-axis
shows the number of pending pages transferred during the down-
time. The Y-axis shows the downtime with respect to the pending
page size. Upon closer examination of the code, we identified that
the increased downtime is influenced by the destination component
of live migration. After the final packet arrives at the destination,
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Figure 6: Total migration time of multiple VMs started from
the same template and migrated concurrently using generic
and TLM pre-copy.
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Figure 7: Downtime of multiple templated VMs migrated
using generic and TLM pre-copy.

the vm_start() function to resume the VM can introduce variable
overhead during the migration of both templated and generic VMs.
However, in the case of templated VMs, the vm_start() function
tends to result in higher resumption times more frequently. Ad-
dressing the downtime issue involves the VCPU thread invocation
which will be addressed in our future work. Nonetheless, the down-
time can still be minimized by configuring a smaller pending page
count threshold for initiating the downtime phase.

Figure 8 shows the total 4KB pages transferred of multiple tem-
plated VMs using generic and TLM pre-copy. The X-axis indicates
the number of templated VMs to be migrated concurrently. The
Y-axis shows the total pages transferred during live migration. TLM
significantly reduces the total pages transferred since it only trans-
fers the delta pages.

5 RELATEDWORK

Several VM templating techniques have been developed to effi-
ciently launch multiple lightweight VMs from a common COW
template image [12, 18, 23, 25]. VM templating can reduce the mem-
ory pressure and instantiation time of VMs on resource constrained
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Figure 8: Total pages transferred of multiple VMs started
from the same template and migrated concurrently using
generic and TLM pre-copy.

edge computing nodes. To the best of our knowledge, these tech-
niques lack support for live migration for templated VMs while
maintaining COW sharing at the destination. Our TLM approach
addresses this gap. Several studies have also attempted to mini-
mize the migration time of containers or VMs in distributed edge
platforms [5, 15, 26]. These efforts have employed techniques like
delaying the transfer of writable working sets, using lightweight
file systems, applying delta encoding, compressing data, and dedu-
plicating identical pages. However, unlike TLM, these works do
not focus on preserving COW page sharings at the destination to
prevent an increase in memory footprint.

6 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we addressed the problem that traditional live VM mi-
gration techniques do not maintain page sharing among templated
VM instances that are migrated to the same destination nodes on
edge platforms. This leads to increased memory footprint at a re-
source constrained destination node, longer migration time, and
increased network traffic.We presented the design, implementation,
and evaluation of a technique called TLM for pre-copy that retains
the templating benefits at the destination after the live migration.
Our evaluation of TLM on the QEMU/KVM platform shows that
TLM not only avoids memory footprint expansion at the destination
but also significantly reduces the migration time and the amount
of data transferred. Our future work aims to extend TLM to incor-
porate other forms of inter-VM page sharing besides those due to
templating.
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